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this is where the vendas come in. it starts with the firmware
to be flashed written out to the flash memory, with the

designation of what the firmware's part number is. all the
firmware is flashed, on a part by part basis, using the part
number. this means that there are multiple cnc files to be
created. files for the different areas of the radio, we will

need to find out what they are. probably file by area of the
radio. at this point you can find out what each area does, in
which cnc file, the label tells you which area we are talking
about. to do this you need to use the factory address in the

flash rather than using the range, as once you have
reprogrammed to your own address, you won't be able to
have the factory read the flash. in short, this is the same

reason they use the two step process. using the factory can
be risky as well. because if the factory can not read the

flash, then they can not flash the radio, and will not be able
to find out what the cnc file name is, or the name of the
part number. i suspect that the reason they use 2 flash
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programs, is so that they can flash a test radio, and do the
programming of the firmware, then reprogram the part with

their new version. the old part is removed from the radio
and it's cnc file name is changed. another side note. one of

the code plugs was jumping to 0x1048000 instead of
0xc004000. so the radio was going to set sa=0x1048000,
and wasn't seeing any other codeplugs. no idea why, but
it's fixed now. the battery seems to be somewhat weaker
than the stock units. i don't remember having to cycle the
charger 6 or 7 times. with stock radio i was getting 3.5v
after the last charger cycle and then 3.5v after the next.
with the upgraded radio i was getting 3.0v after the last

cycle and then 3.
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for those that have had the gtf (gm) series radios and are
looking for a replacement, here is what you need to do. first
up you need to get a gtf (gm) series radio. using the r.i.c.k.

you must pull the radio out of the tuner and put it into a
tool called a "locking tool" or "toolkit". the gtf series radios
will not stay in the tuner in the locked position. when in the
tool kit you need to insert it into the tool kit into the radio

and then put it back in the tuner. this will lock it in the
tuner. use the tuner to change the radio, then remove the

radio from the tool kit and put it back into the tuner. the pro
series are actually a much better unit than the gm series.

the gm series are quite unreliable and no one really has any
idea why they are this way. the pro series has a much

better tuner, and the tuning is much more reliable than the
gm series. the motorola st70, st70-1, st70-2, st70-3,

st70-3.5, and st70-4 are the low-end series of motorola st
series radios. the st70 and st70-2 are the same as the

gp302 and gp302-1, while the st70-1, st70-3, st70-3.5, and
st70-4 are the same as the gp303 and gp303-1. refer to the
image below to see how this works. as a programmer of the

digital radio control (r.i.c.k.) series of radios i use a
universal connector like this one that i plug into the

programming socket. i program them like this:. motorola
gp300 gm300 cps programming labupgradekit flash tuner r
64 bit. i know that the flashes for the pro series radios are

pin compatible. i have flashed at least 30 of these mobiles. i
bought a bunch of them back in 2006/2007 for $20 each

and they work like a charm. so, here is how you flash one of
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these radios. there are two types of flashes to flash a pro
series radio. the first type is a non-pro flash that will flash
the radio on and off every time that you press the button.
the second type of flash is the pro flash. these flashes will
flash the radio on and off with the push of a button. they

also have the ability to flash the radio a number of times in
a row (called a rapid flash). as you know, when you flash

the radio on, it will need to be programmed. this is the only
way to flash the radio on. the pro series of radios will have
either a 12 pin or a 18 pin socket. the only pro flashes that

work for the 12 pin socket are the ones that have the r.i.c.k.
logo on them. the only pro flashes that work for the 18 pin

socket are the ones that have the r. 5ec8ef588b
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